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Abstract

Auditory and acoustic data are presented to document some tonologically challenging aspects of the seven tones of Wencheng, a south-west Oujiang Wu dialect of Chinese. Tones are described both in isolation form and in selected lexical tone sandhi combinations. It is shown how the complexity of the tonal system results in clashes between tonological representation and phonetic reality.

Index Terms: Tone sandhi, Chinese, Wu dialects

1. Isolation tones

Language sometimes requires speakers to do strange things with their vocal cords in the name of tone realisation, and some of the strangest things are to be found in the Wu dialects of East Central China. These dialects, especially the coastal varieties in Zhejiang province, are notorious for tonal complexity. This is encountered primarily in their tone sandhi [4] where the relationship between sandhied and isolation tones is often opaque and involves phonetically indefinable natural classes [6]. Their tonal contrasts, too, are complex, involving a large number of tones differentiated with respect to complex contours, duration, and often phonation type [10, 3, 8]. Apart from its inherent interest there is also theoretical merit in such complexity. For there is likely to be less underdetermination by such complex observational data of tonological theories put forward to explain them. This paper documents a little of this complexity in the tones of the Oujiang Wencheng Wu dialect of Wencheng, pointing out several areas where the complexity presents problems for conventional models of tonological representation.

1.1. Wu, Oujiang, Wencheng

The Wu dialects are considered a well defined first-order subgroup of Sinitic typologically, on the basis of their systematic three-way VOT contrast for syllable-initial stops and affricates [1], and in this respect Wencheng is typically Wu. Subminimal triplets showing the three-way contrast intervocally on an alveolar stop & alveo-palatal affricate are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone</th>
<th>Isolated Tones</th>
<th>Lexical Tones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td>wa tɛ 2 34</td>
<td>sole of socks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>pt tɛŋ 2 33</td>
<td>safety pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233</td>
<td>pu pz 2 33</td>
<td>platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>tɛz 2 33</td>
<td>adjacent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>tʰ e 2 34</td>
<td>Eiffel Tower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>tʰ e 2 22</td>
<td>heat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(underlining indicates the pitch shape is of short duration). In many Wu dialects, including Wencheng, the voiced series of initial stops is normally realised with coincident VOT word-initially, and thus the contrast between voiced and voiceless unaspirated appears neutralized word-initially.

The Oujiang dialects are a well defined first-order subgroup of Wu spoken in SE Zhejiang province, and Wencheng is spoken in the SW of the Oujiang area [7]. All Oujiang varieties show an unusual innovation from proto Wu involving the loss of a syllable-final stop and compensatory over-lengthening and elaboration of tone contour [7]. Wencheng shows this typical Oujiang Ersatzlehre. For example the word for white 雪, which in most other Wu dialects has a tone with a short low (often rising) pitch truncated with a glottal-stop ([pa 233]), as in Wencheng a tone with a long stopped dipping pitch: [pa 213]. Oujiang dialects are typically tonally homogeneous and have very similar tonal reflexes of Middle Chinese tones. Wencheng, however, does not partake of this homogeneity, and shows rather different tone shapes from the other Oujiang dialects [7].

This paper first describes the isolation tones of Wencheng, and then the lexical tone sandhi in a tonally well-defined set of disyllabic words. The term tone is used here in the sense analogous to phone, that is, as a constellation of audibly different properties, with pitch predominating but also including length and phonation type, that constitutes observation data for tonological analysis. An isolation tone is the tone given to a morpheme when it occurs on its own. This may be when the morpheme is free and occurs as a monosyllabic word in normal speech, or when its Chinese character is read out. In the latter case, where the morpheme can be either free or bound, the term citation tone is often used, the implication being that this is the tone with which the particular character is read. Both auditory and acoustic descriptions are given. The data are from a fine recording of one male speaker made by Professor W. Ballard in the 80’s and his contribution is gratefully acknowledged here. The recordings were first segmentally and tonally transcribed, and then the tones analysed acoustically on the basis of the auditory transcription.

2. Isolation tones

The variety of Wencheng described here has seven isolation tones which I have named after their pitch. Their auditory properties, with some examples, are as follows.

The Mid Level tone has a level pitch contour just below the middle of the speaker’s pitch range. The nearest representation in Chao’s [2] procrustean but descriptively useful five-point ‘tone letters’ is [33]. Examples are: [ʃi fu] (飞; tʊŋ east 東; ku close 關; tʊŋ wind 風).

The Depressed Mid Level tone has the same mid level pitch as the Mid Level pitch, but its onset is depressed so that the pitch over the initial third to half of duration is rising: [233], e.g. [piet blanket 被; zou sit 坐; mə horse 馬; ʨi belly 臉; ɸɤ elephant 象]. Depression – lowering the pitch onset of a tone so that, for example, a depressed high falling tonal pitch is realised as convex – is a common feature of Wu tones, and...
is associated with word-initial position [6]. Figure 1 shows a typical F0 time course for the depressed mid level tone, on [pet] *blanket*, plotted against its wideband spectrogram. The initial F0 rise from about 110 Hz to 125 Hz over the first 10 csec. of the Rhyme is clear. Note that this lower F0 onset is clearly not a perturbatory function of any voicing on the syllable-initial stop, because there is none, the VOT being coincident.

![Figure 1: left = F0 of depressed mid level tone in [pet] *blanket*; right = F0 of mid dipping tone, in [te] *electricity*.](image)

The **Low Level** tone has level pitch a little lower than the mid level tone: [22], e.g. [pe year ă]; te field ń; man door ǹ; tece long ǹ. kʰa quick ń; sz four ǹ; san letter ǹ.

The **High Rising** tone has a rising pitch from the middle into the upper pitch range, and is short. Phonation is optionally truncated with a glottal stop: [24(?)], e.g. [teu wine ǹ]; ɕu hand ǹ; kʰə quick ǹ; fu fire ǹ; lae good ǹ.

The **Low Rising** tone has pitch which rises from low in the speaker’s pitch range to mid: [23 ~ 24], e.g. [pe north ǹ]; ɕu snow ǹ; kus bone ǹ; ɕə put forth ǹ; te/ou bamboo ǹ.

The **Dipping Tone** has a dipping contour, first falling within the speaker’s low pitch range to the lowest pitch, and then rising into the mid pitch range: [213]. As might be expected from this complex contour, length is above average: [pe moon ǹ]; 5 study ǹ; get stone ǹ; pa white ǹ; za ten ǹ.

The **Mid Dipping** tone also has a dipping pitch, but its onset is higher, in the mid pitch range. It often has a prolonged initial level component, and it does not fall so low: [3(3)23]. Its length sounds well above average. E.g. [jor use ǹ]; was rice ǹ; te electricity ǹ; mə face ǹ; pen ill ǹ.

![Figure 2: Mean F0 of the seven Wencheng isolation tones plotted against mean absolute duration.](image)

### 2.1. Isolation tone acoustics

Figure 2 shows the mean F0 of the seven Wencheng tones plotted as a function of mean absolute duration (means are over five tokens). The two parallel level F0 shapes for the mid and low level tones can be seen in the middle of the F0 range, separated by a little more than 10 Hz. The F0 of the depressed mid level tone can be seen first rising, then flattening-out at just above the F0 of the mid level tone. The conspicuously short high rising F0 of the high rising tone can be seen at the top of the plot. Confined mostly to the lower half of the F0 range are no less than three tones with rising F0 components.

The low rising tone and the low dipping tone have near identical onset values at about the same level as the low level tone, and also have very similar F0 derivatives over the first few centiseconds of their Rhyme. After about 5 centiseconds into the Rhyme, the low rising tone F0 diverges from that of the low dipping tone and rises to the F0 onset height of the high rise tone. The F0 shape of the low dipping tone continues to fall to the lowest value in the speaker’s F0 range at just above 90 Hz, and then recovers to a value in the middle of the F0 range. Finally, the mid dipping tone F0 onsets at a value around the same height as the low level tone, falls at first gently and then more abruptly to a trough at about 100 Hz, and then rises to a peak in the mid F0 range. There appear to be three F0 onset loci: the highest at about 135 Hz for the high rising and mid level tones; one between about 115 Hz and 120 Hz for the mid dipping, low level and depressed mid level tones; and the lowest at about 110 Hz for the low dipping and low rising tones.

![Figure 2: Mean F0 of the seven Wencheng isolation tones plotted against mean absolute duration.](image)

### 2.1. Tonological representation of isolation tones

The isolation tone configuration just described presents some problems for tonological representation. Currently the favoured model for Asian tone languages [9] represents tones in terms of two components. Register divides the pitch range into an upper and lower half to define upper [+U] and lower [-U] registers. Contour is specified using (sequences of) high (H) and low (L) autosegmental tones. Thus for example a tone with a high rising pitch is represented as [+U, LH], i.e. a sequence of LH tones in the upper pitch range. This model will get us some way in assigning representations to Wencheng tones. The mid and low level tones for example live in the upper and lower halves of the F0 range, and can be non-controversially represented as differing in register and contour thus: [+U, L] (the mid level tone), and [-U, H] (the low level tone). Likewise the two rising tones must be...
represented with a LH contour, differing in register, thus: [+U, LH] (high rising tone), and [-U, LH] (low rising tone).

Table 1: Examples of Wencheng lexical tone sandhi in combinations with Ru (low rising/low dipping) tones on the first syllable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone on S1 followed by</th>
<th>low rising isolation tone</th>
<th>low dipping isolation tone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>... mid level isolation tone on S2:</td>
<td>tce kwo</td>
<td>jüp kwo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... low level isolation tone on S2:</td>
<td>kùp dzi</td>
<td>jüp de</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... high rising isolation tone on S2:</td>
<td>teá tei</td>
<td>pa pu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... depressed mid level isolation tone on S2:</td>
<td>tce kão</td>
<td>za pan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... mid dipping isolation tone on S2:</td>
<td>tce dzan</td>
<td>wu duŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... low rising isolation tone on S2:</td>
<td>tci tce</td>
<td>pa t're</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... low dipping isolation tone on S2:</td>
<td>te³' let</td>
<td>pa ja</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The remaining tones are more problematic. The depressed mid tone appears to be a problem, firstly because modeling its rising-level pitch/F0 as LHH violates the so-called Obligatory Contour Principle. This can be obviated by incorporating mora in the tonal representation, and interpreting the tone as LH associated with two moras, the H being associated with both. However, there then remains the problem that its pitch/F0 also straddles the boundary between upper and lower registers, such that even were it modeled as LH, it would fit in neither upper nor lower registers. These problems can be solved by recalling that depression in Wu is a word-initial phenomenon. The depressed onset can then be modeled as a L tone which is attached to the word, not the syllable. This allows the depressed mid level tone to be represented plausibly as <+L> [+U, LH] (mid dipping), [-U, LHH] (low dipping). But this clearly is at odds with the phonetic reality, as both lie almost totally in the low pitch/F0 half of the speaker’s range. Another clash with reality comes with a comparison of the low rising and low dipping tones. As pointed out, both these low register tones clearly have the same onset pitch/F0, but it is represented with opposite contour specifications (L vs H): [-U, LH] in the low rising tone, and [-U, LHH] in the low dipping. This clash between phonetic reality and phonological representation also raises its head in modeling aspects of the Wencheng lexical tone sandhi, which is demonstrated in the following section.

3. Sandhi tones

Given the complexity of the Wencheng isolation tones, it is of interest to see what happens to them in tone sandhi. In Oujiang, as in many Zhejiang Wu dialects, the simplest sandhi environment – at least for disyllabic words – is word-finally after tones of the historical Ru category on the first syllable [5, 4]. In Oujiang, disyllabic words with first syllable Ru input tones usually have tones on their final syllable which are very similar to the isolation tones, and very short tones on the first syllable. The two Ru tones in Wencheng are the low rising tone and the low dipping tone, and Wencheng disyllabic words with these tones on the first syllable do indeed have the characteristics of short first syllable tone followed by isolation type tone. Table 1 gives some examples, where it can be seen, for example, that in a disyllabic word with an input mid dipping tone on the second syllable and a low rising tone on the first (1 deŋ 一定) the resulting pitch shape is short mid [3] on S1 followed by mid fall [331] on S2.

What is happening in these sandhi combinations is transparent and easily expressed in words. The pitch of the second syllable tone closely resembles that of its isolation counterpart. For example a mid level [33] tone is realised as [33] on the second syllable; a high rising [34] is realised as [34]. Of interest are the two isolation dipping tones. On second syllables they lose their final rise to become tones with mid falling [331] and low falling [21] pitch. This change, which can be nicely represented as a loss of the final H in the tones’ HLH contour sequence, is probably an instance of the well-known phonological constraint against tone crowding.

The depressed mid level tone loses its depression to become [33]. Since depression is associated with word-initial position, its non-occurrence is to be expected non-word-initially.

The pitch on the first syllable (recall that this has input low rising or low dipping values) is short and located in the middle of the pitch range [3], or just below [2]. The default realisation seems to be [2], with the two higher [3] values occurring before the low rising pitch tone [23] and the mid falling pitch tone [331] on the second syllable. The shortness of the first syllable tones is clearly the result of truncation of the corresponding isolation tone: both low rising [23] and low dipping [213] tones have lost all but their first components to give [2]. One would probably motivate this as the simplification of complex tones on metrically weak first syllables. The slightly higher value of [3] appears to result from conditioning by the pitch height of the following tone: a dissimilation before the [21] pitch of the low rising tone; and an assimilation before the [331] pitch of the truncated mid dipping tone.

3.1. Sandhi tone acoustics

Figure 3 shows the mean acoustics corresponding to the different sandhi combinations described in table 1. In each panel, two sets of F0 curves are shown corresponding to the two different first-syllable isolation tones: (red) triangles...
indicate F0 of combinations with isolation low rising tone on the first syllable; (black) circles indicate F0 of combinations with isolation low dipping tone on first syllable. F0 on voiced intervocalic consonants is shown with thinner lines.

The less than satisfactory performance of conventional tone feature geometry to account for the Wencheng morphophonemic alternations described above is at least partly due to historical tonal changes. In Wu, the shapes of isolation tones have changed relatively more than the sandhi shapes of corresponding tones in phonological words [11]. For example, the Wencheng low rising [24] and low dipping [213] tones are cognate with rather different tones in Wenzhou 60 kilometers to its NE [5]. In Wenzhou, these tones are either +/- depressed mid falling-rising tones [312] and [212], or +/- depressed mid falling tones [31] and [21]. Yet the first-syllable sandhi forms for these tones are very similar. For example, Zhejiang province and moon are [ʦe kwɔ, ɲy kwɔ 1.33] in Wenzhou; and exit and Japan are [tɛŋ kʰau, zai ɲaŋ 1.34] (the Wencheng values are in table 1). When complex sandhi and isolation tones have parted company in this way it is not surprising that phonetically-based features fail. However, a more important part of the solution might be to jettison the unique underlier condition on the phonological representation of morphemes: to not insist that the tone on a morpheme in a polysyllabic word be derived from the same tonological representation as the morpheme’s isolation tone.
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